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The study of P-polynomial association schemes, or distance-regular graphs, and their possible 
classification is one of the main topics of algebraic combinatorics. One way to approach the issue 
is through the parameters Pkij which characterize the scheme. 
The purpose of this paper is to deal with a concrete case. This case is also important in the study 
of the links between P-polynomial schemes and error-correcting codes. 
We present one way of constructing completely regular binary block-codes taking one kind of 
distance-regular graph as a starting point. The parameters of the code (length, error-correcting 
capability, minimum distance, covering radius, . ..) are calculable starting from the parameters 
pk,, of the graph. 
We will use this construction to study an extremal case of distance-regular graphs leading to 
completely regular, uniformly packed codes, and we will use some well-known results concerning 
this type of code in order to find a solution to the problem of classifying the given graphs. 
1. Definitions 
1. I. Completely regular codes 
Let F” be an n-dimensional vector space over the Galois field GF(q) of q=pr 
elements, p being a prime number. 
The weight, W,(V), of a vector I’VE F” is the number of its nonzero coordinates. 
The Hamming distance between two vectors V, SE F” is d( V, S) = W,( V- S). 
A q-ary block-code of length n is a subset C of F”. We call the elements of C 
code words. 
The minimum distance d of a code C is the minimum value of d(a,b), where 
a,bEC and a#b. 
The error-correcting capability e of a code C is the integer part of the quotient 
(d- 1)/2. In this case C is an e-error-correcting code. 
We define B( V, p) = # {c E C 1 d( V, c) =p}, the number of code words at distance 
p from VEF”. 
Let r(V) be the distance from VE F” to the code C, that is to say: r(V) = 
min{p 1 Ospcn, B(V,p)#O}. 
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The covering radius r of a code C is the maximum value of r(V), for all I/E F”. 
An e-error-correcting code C in F” is called completely regular if for all VE F” 
and for all O~pln, the value of B(V, p) depends only on r(V). We always have 
es r, but we are interested in two extremal cases, when e= r and when e+ 1 = r. 
The codes that satisfy e= r are called perfect codes. The completely regular codes 
that satisfy e+ 1 = r are called uniformly packed codes. 
1.2. Association schemes 
Let X be a set of cardinality n and let R = {R;} be a partition of XxX (0 5 i 5 d), 
such that R, is the diagonal relation {(x,x) 1 x E X} and, for all 0 5 is d, the rela- 
tions Ri are symmetric, that is to say (x, y) E R; if and only if (y,x) E Ri. 
The pair (X, R) will be called a commutative and symmetric association scheme 
with d classes, if the following condition is satisfied: For i, j, k E (0, 1, . . . , d}, there 
exists a constant number pkij=pkji such that, for all (x, y) ERk: 
#{zEX 1 (x,z)ER;, (Z,Y)ERj}=Pkij* 
The ith adjacency matrix Di of an association scheme is defined to be the matrix 
of degree n, whose rows and columns are indexed by the elements of X and whose 
(x, y) entries are: 
D; (x, Y) = 
1, if (x,Y)ERi, 
0, otherwise. 
The nonnegative integers Pkjj are called the intersection umbers of the scheme, 
and Bi = (pkiJ) is called the ith intersection matrix. 
Let C be the field of complex numbers and let @ be the linear subspace of M,(c) 
spanned by the adjacency matrices Dj, where M,(OJ is the full matrix algebra of 
degree n over c. Then (X, R) is an association scheme, with d classes, if and only 
if @ is a commutative subalgebra of JvZ~(Q (see [3, I]); @ is called the adjacency 
algebra of (X, R) or the Bose-Mesner algebra of (X, R). 
Example 1.2.1. Let X=F” be the n-dimensional vector space over the Galois field 
GF(q); we can define a partition R = {Ri} of XXX by (x, y) E Ri if and only if x 
and y differ at exactly i coordinates. 
The pair (X, R) is an association scheme with n classes (see [ 11). (X, R) is called 
the Hamming scheme and is denoted by H(n, q). 
1.3. Distance-regular graphs 
A graph T(X, A) consists of a vertex set X and an edge set A, where every edge 
is a subset of cardinality two of X. 
Let r be a connected undirected graph on X. 
A path of length r from x to y (x, y EX), is a sequence of vertices x0 = 
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x,x,9x,, . . . . x,_ r,x,.=y such that each (Xi,x;+r) is an edge of r. The distance from 
x to y is the minimum length of paths from x to y, and it is denoted by d(x, y). The 
diameter of I- is the maximum distance between any two vertices and it is denoted 
by r. 
Let Rj be the relation on X defined by (x, y) E Ri if an only if d(x, y) = i. 
A graph is called a distance-regular graph if for all integers i, j, k E (0, 1, . . . , f), 
the number of z E X such that (x, z) E Ri and (z, JJ) E Rj and a constant number, de- 
noted by Pkij, whenever (X, y) E Rk and pku =pkji. 
An equivalent definition would be to say that a graph is a distance-regular graph 
if the configuration (X, {Ri}) is a commutative and symmetric association scheme. 
If r is a distance-regular graph and B, = (Pkrj) is the intersection matrix with 
respect to R,, then (see [l]) B, is a tridiagonal matrix with nonzero off-diagonal 
entries: 
B, = 
where 
ai=Pil,7 i=O,l r; , ... , 
bi=Pil(i+ 1)r i=O, 1 ,...J-1; 
C l+l’P(i+l)lir i=o,...J-1. 
We use the following notation: A tridiagonal matrix B, is denoted by: 
* cr 1.. ck-l ck 
B,= a, a, . . . ak_l ak . 
b, b, . . . bk-, * I 
Example 1.3.1. The graph in Fig. 1 (Petersen’s graph) is distance-regular and its 
intersection matrix B, is: 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
Example 1.3.2. The graph in Fig. 2 (3-cube) is distance-regular and its intersection 
matrix B, is: 
* 1 2 3 
B,= [ 0 0 0 0 I . 
3 2 1 * 
It is just the graph that is obtained from the Hamming scheme H(3,2). The graph 
is defined by considering the elements of F3 as vertices (in this case F is the finite 
binary field Z/2), and defining two vertices a, b E F3 to be adjacent if and only if 
(a, b) E R, (see Example 1.2.1). 
In this paper we will be using undirected connected graphs, without loops and 
multiple edges. Whenever we use the word “graph” it will be in this sense. 
2. Distance-regular e-latticed graph, e > 3 
Definition 2.1. A distance-regular graph is e-latticed of valency n, if the parameters 
pilj of its intersection matrix B, coincide with those of the Hamming scheme 
H(n,2), for i+j52e- 1. 
In other words, a distance-regular graph will be e-latticed if its parameters satisfy: 
J?ilj=T?-i, for OSi=j- 1 ce- 1; 
Pili=O; 
Pilj=i, for Oli=j+ 1 Se. 
Remark. A distance-regular n-latticed graph of valency n has exactly the same para- 
meters as those of the Hamming scheme H(n, 2), and according to Egawa [4] this 
graph will be the graph obtained from the Hamming scheme H(n,2). 
Let r= (X, A) be a distance-regular e-latticed graph of valency II, for er 3. Let 
A,(X) be the set of all the vertices of the graph which are at distance i from vertex 
x. Then: 
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Polo=Pl11 =p212=0; 
PO11 =n; p,,2=n- 1; p213=n-2; 
p110= 1; P2ll =z P312=3. 
IA,(x)1 =n, VXEX, 
lA,(x)nA,(~)l =O, Yv~At(x), 
lA,(x)nA,(_v)l=Z VYE&(X), 
lAi(x)‘-%(y)l=3, VYEA~(X), 
IAi(x)nA,(Y)I =O, V_YE&(X). 
Also: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Example. The 3-cube is a distance-regular 3-latticed graph. Petersen’s graph is 
l-latticed. 
Paths in the graph r 2.2. Let r be a distance-regular e-latticed graph, er 3. Let us 
fix a vertex, which we will call o E X. 
We will number and name once andfor all the n edges that join the vertex cr with 
the n vertices adjacent to a as al,a2, . . . , a,, . Let A,= {a,,a2, . . . ,a,} be the set of 
these labels. 
Given a vertex m E X, there exists at least one path J (the graph is connected) that 
joins (Y to m. Through this path J we can name with elements of A, the n edges 
that come out of m as follows: 
We will call f E X the vertex previous to m in the path that goes 
from a to m. Inductively (through the path J) the edges that start 
from f are already named by al, a2, . . . , a,. Let ai be the edge that 
joins f to m. 
Let z E X be any vertex adjacent to m. Then: 
If d(f, z) = 0, then z = f and we have already denoted the edge mz 
by ai. 
One cannot have d(f, z) = 1 because this contradicts ez 3. 
If d(J;z) =2, we know that m sauna,. Therefore accor- 
ding to the hypothesis there will be a unique h fm such that 
h ~A,(f)flA,(z). If the edge fh is aj, we will also denote the edge 
mz by aj. (*) 
Remark. It is clear that two different paths that reach m can produce different 
designations of the edges that come out of m. 
Definition 2.3. Let S, be the set of all expressions of the type a, ai I, ai2, . . . , aik, 
where a E X is the fixed vertex in X and a;j E A,. 
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Giving the graph one path J joining a with any vertex is equivalent to giving an 
element of S,, which is the result of numbering the edges that come out of every 
vertex of the path J in the way stated above. Conversely, given an element of S,, 
it will always represent one path joining the vertex (Y with a vertex of the graph. 
In Theorem 2.5 we will see that two elements of S,, which only differ in the 
order of the a;j, give the same vertex in the graph. 
In Theorem 2.6 we will see that if we cancel two repeated terms in any expression 
of S,, we will reach the same vertex in the graph. 
In view of the above remarks it is not strange to define an equivalence relation 
in S, in which every equivalence class is formed by all the expressions that only 
differ in the order of their terms aij or in the cancellation of repeated terms. 
We define a chain to be an equivalence class in S, under the above relation. 
Lemma 2.4. If r is a distance-regular e-latticed graph of valency n, ez 3, then the 
two elements of S,: (~,a;~, ai2,ai3 and a,a,,,a;,,a,j g ive the same vertex (for all ai3). 
Proof. 
Case 1: ai, #ai2#aj3 #ail. Let us assume that the vertex associated with the first 
expression is F, and the vertex associated with the second is G (see Fig. 3). 
- The chain a, ai1 gives A. 
- The chain cr,ai2 gives B. 
- The chain a; ais gives A4. 
- The chain (x, ail, ai gives C. 
- The chain (Y, aj2, ai1 gives C. 
- The chain (Y, ail, al3 gives D. 
- The chain a, ai3, ail gives D. 
_ The chain a, ai2, ai gives H. 
- The chain a, ai3, ai gives H. 
See Fig. 3. 
The construction of F is unique starting from the vertices C and D: We have 
d(D, C) c: 2 since both vertices are at distance 1 from A. 
If d(D, C) = 0, then D = C, and therefore ai = ai3, which is absurd. 
If d(D, C)= 1, this is absurd by (2) because A EA~(D)~A~(C). 
As a consequence d(D, C) = 2, and there is a unique F#A such that Fis at distance 
1 from D and C. 
A* *C 
J_.i\ l/TL D *F / G M H 
Fig. 3. 
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This unique F is the vertex associated with the expression a, ail, ai2, ai3. 
Let us compute d(F, a): We know that d(F, a) I 3, because there is at least one 
path of length 3 which goes from a to F. 
If d(a,F)=O, then c~Ar(a)nAi(A), but A l A,(a) and this is contradictory to 
(2). 
If d(cr, F) = 1, since we know that d(a, C) = 2 (for then (2) would fail), then (3) 
would give IA,(a)nA,(C)I=2, but {A,B,F}cA,(a)flA,(C), and this is absurd 
except for: 
l A = B, that is to say a, = a2, which is absurd. 
l A = F, whereas we already know that A #F. 
l B = F, that is to say ail = aij, which is absurd. 
If d(a,F) =2, by (5) we would have IA,((w)T‘IA,(F)I =O, but the vertex C= 
A,(a)flA,(F), which would be absurd. 
The conclusion is that d(a, F) = 3. 
We can construct vertex G in the same way and we see that d(a, G) = 3. 
Next, let us compute d(M, C): We know that d(M, C) I 3, for there is a path of 
length 3 which goes from vertex A4 to vertex C. 
If d(M, C) = 0 we have a contradiction with (2). 
If d(M, C) = 1, we have a contradiction because d(C,cr) =2, and by (3), 
IA,(cr)CIA,(C)I =2, but also {M,A,B} is in A,(a)nA,(C), and it is impossible for 
the vertices M, A, B to be equal to one another because this would mean that the 
edges ai1,ai2,ai3 are equal to one another. 
If d(M, C) =2, we would have a contradiction since by (5) we would have 
IA,UWnA,(C)I =O, and, on the other hand, we know that a~A,(M)flA~(c). 
Therefore d(M, C) = 3. 
By (4) we would have JA,(M)iTA,(C)\ = 3, but on the other hand, we already 
know that F, G, A, B is in A,(M)nA,(C), which is absurd unless F= G. 
Case 2: Uij = Uik for SOWle index ij + ik . The point is to see that both expressions: 
a, air, ai2, ai and a, ai2, ail, ai give the same vertex. 
The result is trivial from the construction (*) and, moreover, it is easy to see that 
if we cancel the two repeated terms we also obtain the same vertex. q 
Theorem 2.5. If Tis a distance-regular e-latticed graph of valency n, ez 3, then two 
expressions of S, that differ only in the order of their terms, give the same vertex 
in the graph. 
Proof. Let us assume that two eXpreSSiOnS a, ail, ai2, . . . , a;k and a, ajl, aj2, . . . , ajk 
differ only in their order. 
It is enough to prove the statement for two chains which differ in a transposition 
of two consecutive edges. Therefore we should show that the chains: a, air, ai2, . . . , 
ai,,aijil, . . . . aik and a, ai,, ai2, . . . , au+ 1, ati, . . . , ajk give the same Vertex. 
As we see in (*) the name of each edge depends on both the edge and the path 
J that is used to get to it (such a path comes from the vertex (Y and goes to this edge). 
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The chain or, ail, aiz, . . . , a+ I gives a path J that comes from the vertex a and goes 
to a vertex W. Using this path we can name the n edges that come out of W. At 
this point the role of W is the same as that of the vertex a. 
The lemma is now reduced to proving that the two chains: 
a, a;t, CI;~, Qis, . . . , aik and a, ai2, a;,, ai3, . . . , aik give the same 
vertex. (**) 
Starting from cz we can go through the edges ait and ai to the vertex VEX which 
is the same vertex at which we arrive starting from a and following the edges ai 
and ait (see (*)). 
Now we can name the edges that start from the vertex V and the question is: This 
naming, does it or does it not depend on the chain a, ail, ailI or a, ail, oil which we 
have taken to get to V? 
The answer is no, and the proof is given as Lemma 2.4. At this point the condition 
(**) is reduced to proving that the two chains: a, ail, ar2, ai and (x, ai2, ail, ai give 
the same vertex (for all ai3). And this is again Lemma 2.4. 0 
Theorem 2.4. If r is a distance-regular e-latticed graph of valency n, e2 3, then if 
we cancel two repeated terms in any expression of S, , we will reach the same vertex 
in the graph. 
Proof. The result is clear from the above theorem and the last consideration of 
Lemma 2.4. 0 
3. Construction of a completely regular code starting from a distance-regular 
e-latticed graph, ez3, of valency n 
Let r= (X, A) be a distance-regular e-latticed graph (ez 3) of valency n. 
Let us consider the F-vector space F” (F= Z/2). We fix a basis in F” and we call 
the n elements of this basis a1,a2, .. . , a,. The elements of the vector space F” are 
of the form u=C aij=a;t+ai2+...+alk. 
We consider the mapping 0 from F” to the vertex set X: 
We define 0 as follows: We associate each vector u = C aijE F” with the vertex 
e(u) E X given by the expression oz, a;,, ai2, . . . , aik. 
8 is a well-defined map (clear from Theorems 2.5 and 2.6). This map is surjective. 
That is, given any vertex XE X, since the graph is connected there will be at least 
one path that will take us from a to x. This path will define a vector ueFn such 
that e(u) =x. 
Let us consider the subset C of F”, C= K’(a). Let us call the code C which we 
have just defined, the code associated with thegraph r. C is a block-code of length n. 
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The important result that we want to prove, see Theorem 3.2, is that the code C 
is a completely regular code. But for this we need a technical lemma that we can 
prove below. 
That r= (X,A) is a distance-regular graph means (see Section 1.3) that the scheme 
(X,R) is a commutative and symmetric association scheme with r classes. Let Di 
be the adjacency endomorphisms associated with the relations Rj (see Section 1.2). 
Lemma 3.1. Let {p,(x)} be the sequence of polynomials defined by pO(x) = 1, 
pl(x)=x, 2.p,(x)=x2-n, 
m.p,(x)=x.p,_I(x)-(n-m+2).p,P,(x), m23. 
Then the number of chains of length m, with initial vertex a and final vertex 
VEX is h&TN,,. 
Proof. The result is clearly true when m = 0, 1 or 2. Suppose that it is true when 
m < r. Then: 
r. [a,(Q)l,, = C [Ql,, * tcr- 11~~ - (fi --r+ 2) * $-2b y 
where trab denotes the number of chains of length r that take us from the vertex a 
to b. 
Now each chain (s, b2, . . . , b,_ 1) of length r- 1 from s to LI extends to a chain 
(a;crs,bz,..., b,_ 1) if there is an edge (as), except that if (czs) = b;, then the chain 
has two repeated edges. There are tc,_2J,, chains from a to U, and each gives 
(n - r- 2) expressions with two repeated edges, of length r, from a to u. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let r= (X, A) be a distance-regular e-latticed graph (ez 3) of valency 
n and diameter f. The code C= K’(a) associated to I- is e-error correcting, of 
length n, of covering radius r and completely regular. 
Proof. Considering the way code C is constructed, the minimum distance of the 
code will be greater than or equal to 2. e-t 1, otherwise the conditions of e-latticed 
in Definition 2.1 would not be satisfied. Of course in these circumstances the code 
will be e-error correcting. 
Let u EX be the vertex that corresponds to VE F” according to 0, e(V) = u. We 
will have f(V) = d(a, u). The covering radius = r = max{ r( V) / I/E F”} = diameter 
of the graph (X,A). 
To show that the code C is completely regular means to show that for all VE F”, 
the value of B(V, p) (for 05~5 n) depends only on r(V) (see Section 1 .l). 
B(V,p)=#{cECI Q(c+ V)=p} 
=#{~EF” 1 W,(s)=p and (V+S)EC} 
= number of chains, of length p, that take us from vertex u 
to vertex cz. 
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By Lemma 3.1, the number B( V, p) can be calculated and is the same as the au-entry 
of the matrix that results from calculating a polynomial expression of degree p in 
the variable Di . By Section I .2, the number B( V, p) will be calculated as the au- 
entry of the matrix that results from calculating a certain linear combination of the 
different Di. Thus, the number B( V, p) depends only on the different values of 
[Dilcu- But PiI,, = h,r(v)- The conclusion is that B(V,p) depends only on r(V) 
and code C is a completely regular code. 0 
4. On a problem of Bannai and Ito 
In Bannai and Ito’s book [l] there is a problem (Chapter 111.3, Problem 2), which 
we can try to solve with what we have done so far. 
The problem is as follows: Classify all the distance-regular graphs whose inter- 
section matrix B, is: 
i 
* 1 2 3 . . . 
B1= 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 
n n-l n-2 n-3 . . . n-d+1 * 
4.1. Case c=d 
In the case c=d the given graph is distance-regular and c-latticed (CL 3) of dia- 
meter c and of valency n. 
By Theorem 3.2, the code Cassociated with the graph, according to our construc- 
tion, is a completely regular code, c-error correcting, of covering radius c and length 
n. The code C (see Section 1.1) will be a perfect code, and according to the results 
of Tietavainen and van Lint (see [9]) there is no perfect code for ~14, apart from 
the trivial ones. 
4.2. General case c+d 
Let us assume that the intersection matrix B, of the graph is of the form: 
( 
* 1 2 3 . . . d-l C 
B,= 0 0 0 0 . . . f n-c . 
n n-l n-2 n-3 . . . n-d-f+1 * I 
The given graph is distance-regular, (d- 1)-latticed (dz4), of diameter d and of 
valency n. 
By Theorem 3.2 the code C associated with the graph, according to our construc- 
tion, is a completely regular code, (d - 1)-error correcting of covering radius d, and 
length n. The code C (see Section 1.1) will be a uniformly packed code. According 
to van Tilborg [IO], uniformly packed codes do not exist with values of dz 5, apari 
from the trivial ones. 
The problem proposed by Bannai corresponds to the particular case f =O. 
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Conclusions to the problem (dr 3) 4.2.1. For d2 5 there is no distance-regular graph 
(except the trivial case) which has an intersection matrix like the one given. The 
trivial case happens when the given graph is the Hamming association scheme 
H(n, 2), which corresponds to the associated code C = { 01. This is the case c = d = n. 
This incidentally shows that a distance-regular graph which has the same parameters 
as those of Hamming’s H(n, 2) is isomorphic to the Hamming scheme H(n, 2). This 
fact has been proved by Egawa [4] and Enomoto [5]. 
For d =4 there exists a distance-regular graph with the required parameters. Its 
parameters are: 
d=4, c=24, n=24, f=O. 
It is the graph such that the associated code is the Golay extended binary code. This 
is a uniformly packed code with parameters T = f/d = 0, p = c/d = 6. The proof that 
this code is the only one with the features that we need has been given by van Tilborg 
[6,101. 
For d = 3 there exists a distance-regular graph for which c = 3. It is the one that 
corresponds to the Golay binary perfect code G(23). Its parameters are: 
d=c=3, n=23, f=O. 
We know some other distance-regular graphs for d = 3 which come from uniformly 
packed 2-error-correcting codes. For example the BCH codes give graphs of para- 
meters: 
n=22.m+l_ I d=3, c=p.m- 1, f=22’m-4. 
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